Fedora Linux Had A Very Productive, Tremendous Year....

With the releases this year of Fedora 22 and Fedora 23, Fedora stakeholders should be proud of themselves with the quality of Fedora releases/support continuing to go up while driving a lot of new innovation and success into Linux.

— Phoronix
Fedora found its groove again with Fedora Next and turned out its most impressive releases to date. More than just a great release though, the Fedora Project feels re-energized, like Fedora suddenly remembered what it was and where it was going.

— The Register
Part One:
Fedora by the Numbers
First, numbers about downloads and stuff.
THE GEOLOGIC AGES OF FEDORA
Most releases peak right before the next one — we’re just not there yet with F23!
Just the Spins (Downloads per Week)
Update Server Connections by System Architecture (On a Longer Timeframe)

- ARM 64
- ARM 32
- x86_64
- x86_32
Fedora EPEL and Fedora OS Update Server Connections

(Everybody loves EPEL!)
The Fedora Project Is More Than Just an Operating System
(And so, here are some numbers about that.)
How Big Is the Fedora Contributor Community?
Fedora Contributor activity in three key* areas in 2015

So many numbers!

2000+ contributors with at least some activity

800 users active in at least two areas

300 users active in all three counted activities

* and easily counted
Almost 300 users in the top 10% in at least one area in 2015

About 60 users in the top 10% in at least two areas

And 9 super-users!

(Remember, this is just in the areas we're counting.)
Does everyone work for Red Hat?

Contributors with an @redhat.com address: 26%

Red Hatters sneakily using other domains: 9%

Everyone else: 65%

Contributors with the top bodhi, dist-git, and wiki activity in 2015
Let's break that down a little more...
Number of Contributors Providing Feedback on Package Updates Each Week

Grouped by Quarterly Activity Level of Each Contributor

- Remaining 50%
- Next 40%
- Next 9%
- Top 1%
Number of Contributors Making Changes to Packages Each Week

Grouped by Quarterly Activity Level of Each Contributor

- Remaining 50%
- Next 40%
- Next 9%
- Top 1%
Number of Contributors Editing the Fedora Wiki Each Week

Grouped by Quarterly Activity Level of Each Contributor

- Remaining 50%
- Next 40%
- Next 9%
- Top 1%
Okay, enough of that.
Part Two:
The 2016 Crystal Ball
EDU Initiatives Logic Model

**INPUTS**
- Mentors
- IRC Channels
- Mailing Lists
- Fedora Hubs
- Fedora Badges
- Fedora Magazine
- OpenShift.com
- Pagure + Fedora Hosted
- Fedora Infra (Server Space)
- Budget

**ACTIVITIES**
- Badges Workshops
- Classrooms Visits
- POSSE
- Deploy/Host Web Resources
- Magazine Editorial Meetings
- Conference
- Activities Days / Installfests
- Hackathons
- Badge-a-thons

**OUTPUTS**
- Curriculum modules for professors
- Work-study / co-op / for-credit programs
- Outreachy + GSoC Interns
- letters@fpo Request Program
- Fedora Scholarships
- EDU Hubs Pages
- More Magazine EDU content
- More EDU badges
- Documentation: SOP for installfests
- Documentation: SOP for Hackathons
- Documentation: SOP for contests / Badge-a-thons
- Bug fixes and patches

**OUTCOMES**
1. Increased campus visibility for Fedora
   - # of Fedora events on campus
   - # of student projects on OpenShift Sign-in sheets
2. New contributors
   - FPCA msg for *.edu email addresses
   - A new FAS group
   - New badges for students
   - EDU hub roster counts
3. New types of contributors
   - Mailing list *.edu membership
   - EDU hub roster counts
4. Increased bug reports + RFEs
   - TBD
5. On-campus Fedora deployments
   - # of installs / computer labs
   - # of users of service (eg OpenShift)

**IMPACT**
- Improved mindshare among potential contributors.
- Improved mindshare among potential contributors.
Presentation by Matthew Miller, Fedora Project Leader

Thanks to the Fedora community for making such an awesome operating system and, even more, making the project such an amazing thing to be part of. And, super extra amazing thanks to Stephen Smoogen and Ralph Bean on the Fedora Infrastructure team. Thanks to them, no Bothans died to bring you this information.

Become a statistic! Get Fedora Workstation, Fedora Cloud, or Fedora Server from

- http://getfedora.org/

or join the project via

- http://whatcanidoforfedora.org/